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RELATIVE POSITION DETECTING

objects measure their relative positions, various problems

APPARATUS, AND RELATIVE POSITION

arise. For example, When each of three or more movable

DETECTING SYSTEM

objects measures its relative position With respect to the other
movable objects, the communication and calculation loads
increase. As a result, it may no longer possible to coordinate

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

the positional relationships among the plurality of movable

objects.

1. Field of the Invention
The invention relates to a relative position detecting appa
ratus Which is mounted in a movable object and detects the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

relative position of that movable object With respect to
another moving object, as Well as to a relative position detect
ing system made up of three or more movable objects each of

This invention thus provides a relative position detecting
apparatus and a relative position detecting system capable of

Which is provided With the relative position detecting appa

obtaining the relative positions of three or more movable
objects using interferometric positioning, as Well as e?i

ratus.

ciently determining the reliability of that interferometric

2. Description of the Related Art
As related art, apparatuses that observe for satellite signals,

positioning.
A ?rst aspect of the invention relates to a relative position

obtain the observed data, and calculate the position of a mov

able object by performing a positioning calculation are used
in vehicle navigation systems, marine vessels, and mobile
phones and the like.
The main method of calculating the position is referred to

20

detecting apparatus Which is mounted in one movable object
and detects the relative position of the one movable object
With respect to another movable object. This relative position

detecting apparatus includes observation data obtaining

as single point positioning. Single point positioning is a

means for obtaining observation data by observing a satellite

method Which calculates pseudo ranges to a plurality of sat
ellites based on the observed data obtained at a single obser

signal, communicating means for communicating With the
other movable object, positioning calculating means for per
forming a positioning calculation using the observation data
obtained by the observation data obtaining means, and obser
vation data received from the other movable object by the
communicating means, and reliability determining means for
determining the reliability of the results of the positioning

vation point, and then calculates the position of the observa

25

tion point according to the principle of triangulation.
HoWever, a knoWn method referred to as interferometric

positioning that enables the position to be more precisely
calculated is also being put into practical use. Interferometric
positioning is a method Which calculates the position of a
measure point by obtaining a base vector from a knoWn point
to the measure point based on the observed data obtained at
the observation point. Interferometric positioning uses a car
rier phase With a short cycle compared to a C/A code that is

30

normally used in single point positioning. Therefore, the fre

35

quency (i.e., the integer bias) from the satellite to the obser
vation point must be speci?ed.
Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2003-270319
(JP-A-2003 -2703 l 9), for example, describes an invention
relating to this interferometric positioning. More speci?cally,

calculation performed by the positioning calculating means.
In a predetermined case in Which three or more movable

objects including the one movable object, one of the three or
more movable objects being a reference movable object and
the other tWo or more of the three or more movable objects

being non-reference movable objects one of Which is a ?rst
non-reference movable object and the other one or more of
Which is a second non-reference movable object, are able to

40

JP-A-2003-2703l9 describes a method for calculating satel

communicate With each other: When the one movable object
is the reference movable object, the communicating means
transmits data that includes the observation data obtained by

lite positioning that involves the folloWing steps. That is, for

the observation data obtaining means to the other movable
objects; When the one movable object is the second non

a satellite signal from the same satellite from Which signals

reference movable object, the positioning calculating means
calculates the relative position of the one movable object With

are received at a position on a reference side and a position on

a positioning side (i.e., a measuring side), a relational expres

45

respect to the reference movable object by performing inter

50

ferometric positioning that uses the obtained observation data
and data that includes observation data received from the
reference movable object, and the communicating means
transmits data that includes an integer bias calculated in the
interferometric positioning to the ?rst non-reference movable

sion betWeen i) a carrier phase difference, ii) a carrier phase
bias of an integer included in the carrier phase difference, iii)
a phase difference betWeen the positioning side and the ref
erence side related to a reference phase by observation of the

carrier phase, iv) the position of the satellite sending the
satellite signal received by the reference side and the posi
tioning side, and v) the positions of the reference side and the
positioning side, is obtained. When relational expressions

objects, and receives the results from determining the reli
ability of the interferometric positioning based on the trans
mitted data that includes the integer bias from the ?rst non
reference movable object; and When the one movable object is

obtained at a plurality of observation timings are simulta

neously satis?ed, a conditional expression that de?nes the
difference in the reference phase and the position on the
positioning side is obtained and the condition obtained by this
conditional expression is then substituted into the relational
expression, such that an expression in Which the variables
corresponding to the difference in the reference phase and the
position on the positioning side have been eliminated is
obtained. Then the integer bias is obtained from the condi
tions that are satis?ed With only a slight difference for this
expression With no variables.
This method described in JP-A-2003-2703l9 is a method

for calculating the integer bias betWeen tWo points. HoWever,
When it is applied to a case in Which three or more movable

55

the ?rst non-reference movable object, the positioning calcu
lating means calculates the relative position of the one mov

able object With respect to the reference movable object by

performing interferometric positioning using the obtained
60

65

observation data and the data that includes observation data
received from the reference movable object; the communi
cating means receives data that includes the integer bias from
the second non-reference movable object; and the reliability
determining means determines the reliability of the interfero
metric positioning based on the received data that includes the

integer bias.
According to this structure, the relative positions among
three or more movable objects can be obtained by interfero

US 8,259,009 B2
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In the relative position determining apparatus according to

metric positioning, and the reliability of the interferometric
positioning can be ef?ciently determined.
In the relative position detecting apparatus according to the

the second aspect, it may be determined Whether the one

movable object is the reference movable object based on
communication With the other movable objects.

?rst aspect, it may be determined Whether the one movable

Also, in the relative position determining apparatus

object is the reference movable object based on communica
tion With the other movable objects.

according to the second aspect, if the ratio value obtained is
equal to or less than the predetermined value When the ratio

Also, in the relative position detecting apparatus according

test is performed again by the non-reference movable object

to the ?rst aspect, When the one movable object is one of the

that performed the ratio test again, the communicating means

non-reference movable objects, it may be determined
Whether the one movable object is the ?rst non-reference
movable object or the second non-reference movable object

may transmit and receive observation data to and from the
other one or more non-reference movable objects, and the

reliability determining means may determine the reliability

based on communication With the other one or more non

based on a comparison of i) the results of interferometric
positioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one mov

reference movable objects.
A second aspect of the invention relates to a relative posi
tion detecting apparatus Which is mounted in one movable
object and detects the relative position of the one movable

able object and the reference movable object, and ii) the
results of the interferometric positioning regarding the rela

object With respect to another movable object. This relative

more non-reference movable objects performed by the posi

position detecting apparatus includes observation data
obtaining means for obtaining observation data by observing
a satellite signal, communicating means for communicating
With the other movable object, positioning calculating means
for performing a positioning calculation using the observa
tion data obtained by the observation data obtaining means,
and observation data received from the other movable object

tionship betWeen the one movable object and the other one or

20

tioning calculating means or the results of the interferometric
positioning performed by the other one or more non-refer

ence movable objects. Alternatively, the communicating
means may receive reliability determination results from one
of the other one or more non-reference movable objects.
With this structure, it may be determined, based on com
25 munication With the other one or more non-reference mov

by the communicating means, and reliability determining

able objects, Whether the results that are to be compared With

means for determining the reliability of the results of the

the results of interferometric positioning regarding the rela
tionship betWeen the one movable object and the reference
movable object are the results of interferometric positioning
regarding the relationship betWeen the one movable object

positioning calculation performed by the positioning calcu
lating means. In a predetermined case in Which three or more

movable objects, including the one movable object, one of the

30

three or more movable objects being a reference movable
object and the other tWo or more of the three or more movable

and the other one or more non-reference movable objects or

the results of interferometric positioning performed by the

objects being non-reference movable objects one of Which is

other one or more non-reference movable objects. Further

a ?rst non-reference movable object and the other one or more

more, the interferometric positioning regarding the relation

of Which is a second non-reference movable object, are able to
communicate With each other and the one movable object is

35

the reference movable object, the communicating means
transmits data that includes the observation data obtained by
the observation data obtaining means to the other movable
objects. Also, in a predetermined case in Which three or more
movable objects including the one movable object, one of the
three or more movable objects being a reference movable

ship betWeen the one movable object and the other one or
more non-reference movable objects may use observation

data of a satellite signal not used in the interferometric posi

tioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one movable
object and the reference movable object.
40

A third aspect of the invention relates to a relative position
detecting system that includes three or more movable objects

object and the other tWo or more of the three or more movable

each of Which is provided With observation data obtaining
means for obtaining observation data by observing a satellite

objects being non-reference movable objects one of Which is

signal, communicating means for communicating With the

a ?rst non-reference movable object and the other one or more 45 other movable objects, and positioning calculating means for

performing a positioning calculation using the observation
data obtained by the observation data obtaining means and
observation data received from the other movable objects by

of Which is a second non-reference movable object, are able to
communicate With each other: When the one movable object

is the reference movable object, the communicating means
transmits data that includes the observation data obtained by
the observation data obtaining means to the other movable
objects; and When the one movable object is the second non

the communicating means. In a predetermined case in Which
50

movable objects being a reference movable object and the

reference movable object, the positioning calculating means
calculates the relative position of the one movable object With

respect to the reference movable object by performing inter
ferometric positioning using the obtained observation data

55

other tWo or more of the three or more movable objects being
non-reference movable objects one of Which is a ?rst non
reference movable object and the other one or more of Which
is a second non-reference movable object, are able to com

municate With each other: the reference movable object trans
mits data that includes the observation data obtained by the

and the data that includes observation data received from the

reference movable object, and the reliability determining

observation data obtaining means to the other movable

means performs a ratio test on the interferometric positioning,
and if a ratio value of the performed ratio test is equal to or less

than a predetermined value, the reliability determining means
identi?es the satellite signal related to the observation data
responsible for loWering the ratio value and performs the ratio
test again omitting the identi?ed satellite signal.
According to this structure, if the reliability is unable to be
con?rmed by a ratio test, another ratio test is performed
omitting the satellite responsible for loWering the ratio, so the
reliability of the interferometric positioning can be improved.

the three or more movable objects, one of the three or more

60

objects; the positioning calculating means of the non-refer
ence movable objects calculate the relative positions of the
non-reference movable objects With respect to the reference

65

using the obtained observation data and data that includes
observation data received from the reference movable object;
the second non-reference movable object transmits data that
includes an integer bias calculated in the interferometric posi
tioning to the ?rst non-reference movable objects and

movable object by performing interferometric positioning

US 8,259,009 B2
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receives the results from determining the reliability of the

the predetermined value When the ratio test is performed

again by the non-reference movable object that performed the

interferometric positioning based on the transmitted data that
includes the integer bias from the ?rst non-reference movable
object; and the ?rst non-reference movable object receives the
data that includes the integer bias from the second non-refer
ence movable object, and determines the reliability of the
interferometric positioning based on the received data that
includes the integer bias.
According to this structure, the relative positions among

ratio test again, the non-reference movable object may trans
mit and receive observation data to and from the other one or

more non-reference movable objects, perform interferomet
ric positioning regarding the relationship With the other one or
more non-reference movable objects, and make a reliability
determination based on a comparison of i) the results of

interferometric positioning regarding the relationship With

three or more movable objects can be obtained by interfero

the reference movable object, and ii) the results of the per

metric positioning, and the reliability of the interferometric
positioning can be ef?ciently determined.
In the relative position detecting system according to this

formed interferometric positioning or the results of the inter
ferometric positioning performed by the other one or more
non-reference movable objects, or receive reliability determi

aspect, one of the movable objects may be determined to be

nation results from the one of the other one or more non

the reference movable object and the other movable objects

reference movable objects.

may be determined to be the non-reference movable objects
by the three or more movable objects that make up the relative

communicate With each other and each non-reference mov

position detecting system communicating With each another.
Also, in the relative position detecting system according to

able object may determine Whether to perform interferomet
ric positioning regarding the relationship With the other one or

this aspect, it may be determined, for each of the non-refer
ence movable objects, Whether the non-reference movable
object is the ?rst non-reference movable object or the second

With this structure, the non-reference movable objects may

20

ferometric positioning. Further, observation data of a satellite

non-reference movable object by the non-reference movable
objects communicating With each other.
A fourth aspect of the invention relates to a relative position
detecting system that includes three or more movable objects

each of Which is provided With observation data obtaining
means for obtaining observation data by observing a satellite
signal, communicating means for communicating With the
other movable objects, and positioning calculating means for
performing a positioning calculation using the observation
data obtained by the observation data obtaining means and
observation data received from the other movable objects by

more non-reference movable objects or have one of the other
one or more non-reference movable objects perform inter

25

signal not used in the interferometric positioning regarding
the relationship With the reference movable object may be
used in the interferometric positioning regarding the relation
ship With the other one or more non-reference movable

objects.
30

This invention makes it possible to provide a relative posi
tion detecting apparatus and a relative position detecting sys
tem capable of obtaining the relative positions of three or
more movable objects using interferometric positioning, as
Well as ef?ciently determining the reliability of that interfero

metric positioning.

the communicating means. In a predetermined case in Which
the three or more movable objects, one of the three or more 35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

movable objects being a reference movable object and the
other tWo or more of the three or more movable objects being
non-reference movable objects one of Which is a ?rst non
reference movable object and the other one or more of Which
is a second non-reference movable object, are able to com

municate With each other: the reference movable object trans
mits data that includes the observation data obtained by the
observation data obtaining means to the other movable
objects; and one of the non-reference movable objects uses
the positioning calculating means to calculate the relative

The foregoing and further objects, features and advantages
40

of the invention Will become apparent from the folloWing
description of example embodiments With reference to the
accompanying draWings, Wherein like numerals are used to
represent like elements and Wherein:
FIG. 1 is a vieW shoWing a frame format of the system

structure of a relative position detecting system according to
a ?rst example embodiment of the invention;
45

FIG. 2 is a vieW shoWing an example structure of a relative

position of the non-reference movable object With respect to

position detecting apparatus according to the ?rst example

the reference movable object by performing interferometric

embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 3 is a vieW shoWing hoW processing performed by
vehicles is shared in the relative position detecting system
according to the ?rst example embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 4 is a sequential diagram shoWing the How of process

positioning using the obtained observation data and data that
includes the observation data received from the reference
movable object, and performs a ratio test on the interferomet

50

ric positioning, and if the ratio value of the performed ratio
test is equal to or less than a predetermined value, identi?es

ing performed by the vehicles in the relative position detect
ing system according to the ?rst example embodiment of the
invention; and

the satellite signal related to the observation data responsible
for loWering the ratio value and performs the ratio test again

omitting the identi?ed satellite signal.

55

According to this structure, if the reliability is unable to be
con?rmed by a ratio test, another ratio test is performed
omitting the satellite responsible for loWering the ratio, so the
reliability of the interferometric positioning can be improved.

In the relative position detecting system according to this

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating the How of a process

executed by a control apparatus (mainly a reliability deter
mining portion) of a non-reference vehicle according to a
second example embodiment of the invention, Which is
executed after performing a RTK positioning calculation.
60

aspect, one of the movable objects may be determined to be

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

the reference movable object and the other movable objects
Example embodiments of the present invention Will be

may be determined to be the non-reference movable objects
by the three or more movable objects that make up the relative

position detecting system communicating With each another.
Also, in the relative position detecting system according to
this aspect, if the ratio value obtained is equal to or less than

described in greater detail beloW With reference to the accom
65

panying draWings.
Hereinafter, a relative position detecting system 1 accord
ing to a ?rst example embodiment of the invention Will be

US 8,259,009 B2
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described. FIG. 1 is a vieW showing a frame format of the

device 50 transmits and receives information to and from
other vehicles using a frequency band of 5 .8 GHZ that is used

system structure of the relative position detecting system 1.
This relative position detecting system 1 is formed by a rela

With DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication). HoW
ever, the invention is not limited to this. For example, the
communication device 50 may also communicate Wirelessly
using a beacon or the like, or communicate Wirelessly by

tive position detecting apparatus 30A, 30B, 30C, . . . being

mounted in each of three or more movable objects (in this
description these movable objects are vehicles) A, B, C, . . . .

Each vehicle detects its relative position among the vehicles
by receiving a satellite signal sent from a plurality of GPS

means of a short range radio communication system such as

(Global Positioning System) satellites 10k (k:1, 2, . . . ) and

50 decodes the signals and the like received from the other
vehicles and outputs the obtained information to the control
device 60.
The control device 60 is a microcomputer that is centered
around a CPU (central processing unit), and in Which the

Bluetooth (registered trademark). The communication device

performing a positioning calculation. Incidentally, other
examples of movable objects include, but are not limited to,
tWo-Wheeled motor vehicles, trains, marine vessels, aircraft,
forklifts, robots, and information terminals such as mobile

CPU, ROM (Read-Only Memory), and RAM (Random

phones that move With a person.

Each GPS satellite orbits the earth and constantly transmits

Access Memory) and the like are bilaterally connected
together via a bus, for example. The control device 60 also

navigation messages. These navigation messages include, for
example, information pertaining to the orbit of the GPS sat

includes a storage device such as a HDD (Hard Disc Drive) or

ellite, a clock correction value, a correction coel?cient for the
ionosphere, and a health message and the like. The navigation

DVD (Digital Versatile Disk) drive, a CD (Compact Disc)

messages are constantly being transmitted toWard Earth, and

20

by the CPU are stored in the ROM. Also, the control device 60
has, as main functional blocks that function by the CPU
executing the programs stored in the ROM, a communication

are dispersed by C/A code and transmitted on a L1 carrier

(Which is on a frequency of 1575.42 MHZ).
Incidentally, there are currently 24 GPS satellites in opera

tion orbiting the globe at altitudes of approximately 20,000
km. The GPS satellites are arranged evenly in six different
orbital planes around the earth, each inclined 55 degrees to the
equator, With four GPS satellites in each orbital plane. There
fore, at least ?ve GPS satellites can be observed at any given

25

time anyWhere on earth as long as it is an area Where the sky

is visible.

30

Each vehicle is provided With a relative position detecting
guishing the vehicles are omitted here). FIG. 2 is a vieW

shoWing an example structure of the relative position detect
35

includes a GPS receiver 40, a communication device 50, and
a control device 60. Here, the GPS receiver 40 is an example

40

based on a carrier from the GPS satellite 10k. The carrier

45

50

MHZ). In the expression, Nk is an integer bias, "ck is the travel
55

by the vehicle (i.e., the host vehicle). Therefore, the process
60

expression, c is the speed of light and bk is the clock bias
Which corresponds to the range error due to clock error Within
a GPS receiver 44.

(2)

cates With other vehicles. For example, the communication

The single point positioning calculating portion 64, the
interferometric positioning calculating portion 66, and the
reliability determining portion 68 either perform processing
or do not perform processing depending on the role assumed

Also, the GPS receiver 40 measures a pseudo range p k, as

Pk(l):CXTk+bk

assigned is not particularly limited. That is, any one of various
methods may be used. For example, the vehicle that initiates
a call may be designated as the reference vehicle, and the
vehicle that replies ?rst may be designated as the non-refer

ability determination).

time from the GPS satellite 10 k to the GPS receiver 40, and ek

The communication device 50 is a device that communi

of the non-reference vehicle (in charge of making the reliabil
ity determination). The speci?c method by Which the roles are

ence vehicle (in charge of making the reliability determina
tion), While the vehicle that replies later may be designated as
the non-reference vehicle (not in charge of making the reli

L1 Wave and a L2 Wave (Which is on a frequency of 1227.6

shoWn in the expression beloW, based on the C/A code trans
mitted on each carrier from the GPS satellite 10k. In the

vehicle (in charge of making a reliability determination), or
(3) a non-reference vehicle (not in charge of making the
reliability determination) to each of the three of more vehicles
including the host vehicle. Only one vehicle assumes the role
of the reference vehicle and only one vehicle assumes the role

phase integrated value (Dk may also be measured for both the

is noise (error).

plurality of functional blocks may be included in the same
program. Also, all of some of the functions of the control
device 60 may also integrated into the GPS receiver 40 or the
communication device 50.
In a predetermined situation in Which communication is
control portion 62 communicates With the other vehicles and
assigns a role of (1) a reference vehicle, (2) a non-reference

The GPS receiver 40 houses an oscillator, not shoWn, the
frequency of Which matches the carrier frequency of a GPS
satellites 10. The GPS receiver 40 converts the signal received

from each GPS satellite (i.e., the satellite signal) by a GPS
antenna 42 into an intermediate frequency and then performs
C/A code synchronization using a C/A code generated in the
GPS receiver 40 to retrieve a navigation message.
The GPS receiver 40 measures an integrated value (Dk (t) of
a carrier phase at time t, as shoWn in the expression beloW,

ing calculating means of the invention.
Incidentally, these functional blocks do not have to be

possible With tWo or more other vehicles, the communication

of observation data obtaining means of the invention, and the
communication device 50 is an example of communicating
means of the invention.

control portion 62, a single point positioning calculating por
tion 64, an interferometric positioning calculating portion 66,
and a reliability determining portion 68. Here, the single point
positioning calculating portion 64 and the interferometric
positioning calculating portion 66 are examples of position
clearly based on different programs. Portions that realiZe a

apparatus 30 (the reference characters A, B, C, . . . for distin

ing apparatus 30. This relative position detecting apparatus 30

drive, or ?ash memory, as Well as I/O ports, a timer, and a
counter, and the like. Data as Well as programs to be executed

65

ing of each functional block Will be described in vieW of the
role of each vehicle.

FIG. 3 is a vieW shoWing hoW the processing performed by
the vehicles is shared in the relative position detecting system
1. In the folloWing description, vehicleA Will be the reference
vehicle, vehicle B Will be the non-reference vehicle (not in

charge of making the reliability determination), and vehicle C
Will be the non-reference vehicle (in charge of making the

US 8,259,009 B2
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reliability determination). Also, the data of the pseudo range
p k and the phase integrated value (Dk measured by the GPS

used Will be described. HoWever, When the L2 data is used,
the phase integrated value of the L2 Wave may be added in the

receiver 40 Will be collectively referred to as “observation

same manner as the phase integrated value of the L1 Wave.

data” When necessary, and the data of the phase integrated

First, the double phase difference of the phase integrated
value relating to tWo paired GPS satellites 10]- and 10h (j#h)

value (Dk Will be referred to as “Ll data” and “L2 data”
corresponding to the L1 Wave and the L2 Wave, respectively.
Also, the data of the pseudo range p k Will be referred to as
“C/A data”.

and the vehicles A and B at a given time t are obtained

according to Expression (3) beloW.
(DjhAB:(qy-A(l)_q)jB(l))_((DhA(l)_®hB(l))

Also, FIG. 4 is a sequential diagram shoWing the How of the

processing performed by the vehicles (i.e., the relative posi

(3)

The double phase difference CD71’AB of the phase integrated
value here becomes as folloWs due to the physical implica
tions of (distance betWeen the GPS satellite and the GPS

tion detecting apparatuses mounted in the vehicles, hereinaf
ter simply omitted) in the relative position detecting system 1.
The step numbers in the folloWing description correspond to
the step numbers in the draWing.

receiver):(Wavelength L of the carrier)><(phase integrated

value).

The reference vehicle A transmits the L1 data, the L2 data,
and the C/A data of the ?ve satellites, as Well as the position

xA of the vehicle according to single point positioning calcu

lated by the single point positioning calculating portion 64,
together With the receiving time of the signals upon Which
these calculations are based, to the non-reference vehicles B

20

and C (S100 and S102). The single point positioning calcu
lating portion 64 then calculates the position of the host
vehicle by single point positioning using the pseudo ranges p k
to at least four GPS satellites 10 k measured by the GPS

receiver 40. A description of the position calculation by single
point positioning is Well knoWn by those skilled in the art and

25

so Will be omitted here. Incidentally, When the position xA of
the vehicle using the pseudo ranges p k is to be calculated in
the non-reference vehicles B and C, the transmission of the

position xA of the vehicle by single point positioning from the

30

reference vehicle A may be omitted.

In the non-reference vehicle B, the interferometric posi
tioning calculating portion 66 performs a RTK positioning

Here, [XA (t),YA (t), ZA (t)] in Expression (4) is a coordinate

calculation of one sample of data based on observation data

value on a World coordinate system of the reference vehicleA

(Ll data and L2 data) of the ?ve satellites measured by the

35

at time t. A value calculated by single point positioning can be

GPS receiver 40 of the non-reference vehicle B in synchro
niZation With the receiving time received from the reference
vehicle A, and observation data received from the reference

used for the reference vehicle A. Also, [XE (t), YB (t), ZB (t)]

vehicle A, and then calculates a vector XA B, and a double

are coordinate values of the GPS satellites 101. and 10 h,

phase difference NjhAB of an integer bias (S104). Incidentally,

is a coordinate value (unknown) of the non-reference vehicle

B at time 1, and [X (t),Yj (t), Zj (t)] and [Xh (t),Yh (t), Zh (t)]
40

the superscript j and h represent a selected tWo of the ?ve

satellites. The receiving time synchronization is performed
using a GPS time or a PSS signal or the like.

In the non-reference vehicle C as Well, the interferometric

positioning calculating portion 66 similarly performs a RTK

45

B)
Also, the double phase difference of the pseudo range
related to the GPS satellites 10]- and 10 h (i #h) at time t is

obtained according to Expression (6) beloW.

positioning calculation of one sample of data based on obser

vation data (Ll data and L2 data) measured by the GPS
receiver 40 of the non-reference vehicle C in synchronization
With the receiving time received from the reference vehicle A,
and observation data received from the reference vehicle A,

respectively, at time t. Also, NjhAB is a double phase difference
of the integer bias and satis?es Expression (5) beloW.

50

The double phase difference pjhAB of the pseudo range can
also be expressed as shoWn in Expression (7) beloW.

and then calculates a vector XAC, and a double phase differ

ence NjhAC of an integer bias (S106). The RTK positioning
calculation is one type of interferometric positioning.
Here, an overvieW of the RTK positioning calculations
performed in the non-reference vehicles B and C Will be

2
55

given, but to simplify the description, only the calculation

(7)

mm] [2m

performed in the non-reference vehicle B Will be described.

The interferometric positioning calculating portion 66 of
the non-reference vehicle B calculates the double phase dif

ference NjhAB of the integer bias and the phase position (vec

60

tor XAB) of the non-reference vehicle B With respect to the

reference vehicle A according to the least squares method,
With the double phase difference CD17’AB of the observation
data as the observation quantity and the position XE of the
non-reference vehicle B and the double phase difference
NjhAB of the integer bias as state variables. Hereinafter, to
simplify the description, a case in Which only the L1 data is

YhU)

65

ZN)
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The terms [XA (ILYA (t): ZA (0]: [X8 (ILYB (t): Z8 (0]: [X]
(t),Yj (t), Z]. (t)], and [Xh (t),Yh (t), Zh (t)] in Expression (7) are

12

the same as they are in Expression (4).

The interferometric positioning calculating portion 66 also
calculates the integer solution of the integer bias, i.e., the
double phase difference NjhAB of the integer bias, based on the

Then the relationship betWeen the observation quantity Z
(i) and the state variable 11 (i) can be expressed by the linear

real root (i.e., the ?oat root) of the integer bias calculated as
described above. More speci?cally, the interferometric posi

model shoWn beloW.

tioning calculating portion 66 obtains the integer root (i.e., the
Wave number) With the smallest error With respect to the
calculated real root, for example, as a ?rst candidate, and then
obtains the integer solution With the next smallest error as the
second candidate. The LAMBDA method, Which solves a

Here, V is the observation noise, and 11 (i) represents the
state variable of the observation cycle i (:1, 2, . . . ) and is a

problem by decorrelating the integer bias and narroWing the

double phase difference of the integer bias and the coordinate
value (unknown) of the non-reference vehicle B. For
example, When there are four pairs (j, h) of paired GPS sat

search domain of the integer solution, may also be used for
this method. Alternatively, instead of the LAMBDA method,
an integer solution may be derived by the least squares
method of another integer or by rounding off.

ellites 10,e.g., (1,2), (1,3), (l,4),and(l, 5),11:[XB,YB,ZB,
NlzAB, NBAB, NHAB, Nl5AB]T (Where T indicates transposi
tion). The observation quantity Z in Expression (8) is the
double phase difference CIJ’IhAB of the phase integrated value
and the double phase difference 11,15 of the pseudo range. For
example, When there are four pairs (j, h) of paired GPS sat

ellites 10, e.g., (l, 2), (l, 3), (l, 4), and (l, 5), Z:[(I>12AB,

According to this process, the coordinate xB of the non
reference vehicle B in Which the coordinate of the reference
vehicleA is a knoWn value can be obtained, so the vector XA B
20

@13/18’ @1115’ @lSAB’ 912/15’ 913,15: 914/15: 9 5AB]T'

Here, the observation equation of Expression (8) is linear,
but the observation quantity Z in Expressions (4) and (7) is
nonlinear regarding the state variables XB, YB, and ZB. There

fore, the terms in Expressions (4) and (7) are each partially

25

differentiated by the state variables XB, YB, and ZB to obtain

the observation matrix H in Expression (8) above. For
example, When there are four pairs (j, h) of paired GPS sat

ellites 10,e.g., (1,2), (l, 3), (l, 4), and (l, 5), the observation
matrix H is as shoWn beloW.

can be obtained. Also, the double phase difference NjhAB of
the integerbias can be obtained. In this example embodiment,
the RTK positioning calculation is performed using one
sample of data, so it is expected that the processing Will be
easy and quick compared to When a RTK positioning calcu
lation is performed in time series using a Kalman ?lter or the
like.
When the non-reference vehicle B calculates the vector
XAB and the double phase difference NjhAB of the integer bias,
and the non-reference vehicle C calculates the vector XA C and

the double phase difference NjhAC of the integer bias, the
30

vector XAB, the double phase difference NjhAB of the integer

bias of tWo (i.e., a pair of) satellites, and a single phase

difference @7113 (:q>"B—q>hB) of the phase integrated value
related to the same pair of satellites are transmitted from the
non-reference vehicle B to the non-reference vehicle C

(9)
___,‘ Hl

35

_ ____________________________ __,_' ________ _l_

i BZMBIZ BZMBIZ BZMBIZ
: axB
i: .

H1
H I

I

H2

8Y3

8Z8

.

.

1

i

1

:

reference vehicle C determines the reliability (i.e., makes a

5
:i

tion is made based on Whether Expression (1 1) below is

:

821/4815
8Y3

821/4815
8Z3

reliability determination) (S110). This reliability determina
40

1:
I

i BZZABIZ BZZABIZ BZZABIZ

i

: axB

5

:

Then, the reliability determining portion 68 in the non

i

|

i 82114815
5 0x8

.

8Y3

8Z8

.

.

O

5 0x8
—l - - - - -

- - - - - -

8Y3
- - - - - -

i

8Z3
- - - - - -

so it can be determined that the reliability of the calculated

45

expression, (ID/715C is the double phase difference (413MB
(IYhC) of the phase integrated value, 7» is the Wavelength (ap
proximately 20 [cm]) of the carrier, and 0t is a predetermined
value set in advance to a value equal to or less than 2/7» (such

as approximately 5 to 10 [cm]). Incidentally, f (x5, x0) is
expressed by Expression (12). The coordinate xB of the non
50

:

- - - - --\: - - - - -

satis?ed. If Expression (1 l) is satis?ed, the reliability of the
calculated double phase difference of the integer bias is high
relative positions among vehicles A, B, and C is high. In the

i

i BZZABIS BZZABIS BZZABIS

(S108).

reference vehicle B is obtained by adding the vector XAB to
the coordinate xA of the reference vehicle A. Also, the coor

dinate xc of the non-reference vehicle C is obtained by adding

- - - -J—

the vector XAC to the coordinate xA of the reference vehicle A.

‘H2
55

The term H1 in Expression (9) is an observation matrix

When the observation quantity Z1:[(I>l2AB, CIDBAB, CIDHAB,
(I>15AB]T. The term H2 in Expression (9) is an observation
matrix When the observation quantity Z2:[pl2AB, p13AB,
p14AB, pl5AB]T. The observation matrix H incorporates both

(12)
The non-reference vehicle C then transmits the results of
the reliability determination to the reference vehicle A and the

of these tWo observation matrixes H l and H2.

non-reference vehicle B (S112 and S114). If the determina
tion results obtained by the non-reference vehicle C indicate
high reliability, the integer solution is ?xed in the vehicles

When Expression (8) above is solved by the least squares
method using the observation matrix H in Expression (9), the
real root (i.e., the ?oat root) of 11 (i) can be obtained as shoWn
beloW.

(S116, S118, and S120), and then the relative positions
65

among the vehicles are calculated by RTK positioning calcu
lations using that integer solution. If, on the other hand, the
determination results obtained by the non-reference vehicle C

US 8,259,009 B2
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indicate loW reliability, the integer solution is not ?xed in the

positions are tentatively calculated using the last obtained

performs a RTK positioning calculation using i) the received
data, i.e., the L1 data, the L2 data, and the C/A data of the ?ve
satellites, and the position of the vehicle according to single

integer solution.

point positioning calculated by the single point positioning

vehicles. Instead, interim measures are taken, e. g., the relative

According to this process, the reliability of the integer bias

calculating portion 64, Which are all transmitted from the
reference vehicle to the non-reference vehicle, and ii) the
observation data observed by the non-reference vehicle, and
calculates its relative position (vector) With respect to the
reference vehicle and the double phase difference of the inte
ger bias regarding the relationship With the reference vehicle.

can be ef?ciently determined When three or more vehicles

detect their relative positions by the RTK positioning calcu
lation. The data transmitted from the non-reference vehicle B
to the non-reference vehicle C is the vector XAB, the double

phase difference NjhAB of the integer bias of tWo (i.e., a pair
of) satellites, and a single phase difference (ID/71B of the phase

Then the non-reference vehicle performs a ratio test or the

like to determine the reliability of the RTK positioning cal
culation. Hereinafter, the reference vehicle Will be designated
by the letter A and the non-reference vehicles Will be desig
nated by the letters B and C.

integrated value related to the same pair of satellites. HoW

ever, When performing the RTK positioning calculation
betWeen vehicles B and C, the position of either one of the

vehicles according to single point positioning must be trans
mitted When necessary, in addition to the phase integrated
values of at least ?ve satellites. Also, the processing load of

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart illustrating the How of the process

executed by the control apparatuses 60 (mainly the reliability
determining portions 68) of the non-reference vehicles after
performing the RTK positioning calculation. Here, only the

the RTK positioning calculation itself is relatively large.
Therefore, the communication and processing loads can be
reduced compared to What they are When determining the

20

reliability by performing RTK positioning calculations

First, the reliability determining portion 68 performs a ratio
test (S200) on the integer bias NjhAB calculated by the inter

betWeen vehicles A and B, betWeen vehicles A and C, and
betWeen vehicles B and C, and then performing a ratio test or
the like. Also, there is no bothersome processing that is oth
erWise required When there is a discrepancy betWeen the

ferometric positioning calculating portion 66.
25

results from performing the RTK positioning calculations

The ratio test is performed as described beloW. For
example, a case Will be assumed in Which there are four pairs

(i, h) ofpaired GPS satellites 10, e.g., (l, 2), (1,3), (l, 4), and
(l, 5), and the real roots of four integer biases (n12, n13, n14,

betWeen vehicles A and B, betWeen vehicles A and C, and
betWeen vehicles B and C.

and n15) and the ?rst candidates (N121, N131, N141, and N151)
and second candidates (N122, N132, N142, and N15 2) of integer

Accordingly, the relative position detecting system 1 and
the relative position detecting apparatus 30 that makes up this
relative position detecting system 1 in this example embodi

process of the non-reference vehicle B Will be described.

30

solutions of the integer biases are calculated. In this case, the
ratio R is a ratio of i) the range (norm) betWeen the real root

ment are able to obtain the relative positions among three or

of the integer bias and the ?rst candidate of the integer solu

more movable objects by interferometric positioning, and
e?iciently determine the reliability of the interferometric

tion of the integer bias to ii) the range betWeen the real root of
the integer bias and the second candidate of the integer solu
tion of the integer bias, as shoWn beloW. The ratio R is typi
cally indicates that the reliability of the ?rst candidate of the
integer solution of the integer bias increases as the value
increases.

positioning.

35

Hereinafter, a relative position detecting system 2 accord
ing to a second example embodiment of the invention Will be

described. This relative position detecting system 2 is realiZed
by the same hardWare structure as the ?rst example embodi
ment and Will therefore be described With reference to the

description of the ?rst example embodiment and FIGS. 1 and
2. Also, descriptions of the hardWare of the constituent ele
ments and the technical background Will be omitted.
Similar to the ?rst example embodiment, the control device
60 according to this example embodiment has the communi

40

Then the ratio R is compared With predetermined values [3 1
and [32 and the reliability is determined from among three
45

cation control portion 62, the single point positioning calcu
lating portion 64, the interferometric positioning calculating
portion 66, and the reliability determining portion 68.
In a predetermined situation in Which communication is
possible With tWo or more other vehicles, the communication

50

mined value [32 (e.g., approximately 1.5) but less than the
predetermined value [31, the reliability is determined to be

55

medium. If the ratio R is less than the predetermined value [32,
the reliability is determined to be loW.
If the reliability is high, a signal indicating such is trans
mitted to the other non-reference vehicle C (S204). If a signal
indicating that the reliability as determined by the non-refer

control portion 62 communicates With the other vehicles and
assigns a role of (l) a reference vehicle or (2) a non-reference
vehicle to the three of more vehicles including the host
vehicle.

The single point positioning calculating portion 64 and the
interferometric positioning calculating portion 66 have the

ence vehicle C is high is also received from the non-reference

vehicle C, it is determined that the integer solutions of the
integer biases calculated by the non-reference vehicles B and

same functions as they do in the ?rst example embodiment.

That is, the single point positioning calculating portion 64
calculates the position of the host vehicle by single point
positioning, and the interferometric positioning calculating

C this time are correct and those integer solutions are ?xed in
60

portion 66 calculates the relative position of the host vehicle
With respect to the reference vehicle and the double phase
difference of the integer bias regarding the relationship With
the reference vehicle When the ho st vehicle is a non-reference
vehicle.

Similar to the ?rst example embodiment, in the system 2 of
this example embodiment as Well, the non-reference vehicle

levels, i.e., high, medium, and loW (S202). That is, if the ratio
R is equal to or greater than the predetermined value [31 (e. g.,
a value of approximately 3), the reliability is determined to be
high. If the ratio R is equal to or greater than the predeter

the vehicles. Then the relative positions among the vehicles
are calculated by RTK positioning calculations using those

integer solutions (S206 and S208).
If, on the other hand, the reliability is medium, the obser
vation data of the non-reference vehicle C is requested and
65

obtained (S210). Then, the interferometric positioning calcu
lating portion 66 is instructed to perform a RTK positioning
calculation for the relationship betWeen the host vehicle and
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the reference vehicle C (S212). Moreover, it is determined
Whether the calculated double phase difference NjhBC of the

the double phase difference of the phase integrated value for
the L2 Wave may be used additionally or alternatively as the

integer bias matches the difference betWeen NjhAB and NjhAC

observation quantity Z. Also, the double phase difference of a
phase integrated value for a carrier of another band (such as

(S214). If the double phase difference of the integer bias
matches that difference, then the reliability is regarded as
being high and a signal indicating such is transmitted to the
other non-reference vehicle C (S204).
If it is determined in step S202 that the reliability is loW,

the radio Waves of an L5 band planned to be added in the
future) may be used additionally or alternatively as the ob ser

vation quantity Z. Similarly, With the double phase difference
of a pseudo range as Well, a single or double phase difference
of a pseudo range based on a similar PRN code (pseudoran
dom noise code) other than a C/A code (such as a P code) may
be used additionally or alternatively as the observation quan

and it is determined in step S214 that the double phase dif
ference of the integer bias does not match, the satellite respon
sible for loWering the ratio R is identi?ed (S216). More spe
ci?cally, ratio tests are performed sequentially omitting one

tity Z. With the method for calculating the root solution of the
integer bias described above, the effects from the clock error
and the initial phase of the oscillator in the GPS receiver and
the like are eliminated by using the double phase difference as
described above, but a single phase difference may also be
used. Also, in the method described above, the ionospheric

ofthe pairs (1, 2), (1,3), (l, 4), and (l, 5) in the example give
above. If the ratio R increases to equal to or greater than a

predetermined value When a given pair, e. g., (l, 3), is omitted,
it is determined that the corresponding satellite, i.e., the third
satellite in this case, is responsible for loWering the ratio R.
The reliability is determined by comparing the ratio R
calculated by the ratio test performed With the identi?ed
satellite omitted With the predetermined values [31 and [32
(S218). If the reliability here is high, the reliability is regarded

layer refraction effect, the tropospheric refraction effect, and
the multipath effect are ignored, but they may also be taken
20

Moreover, in the ?rst example embodiment, after the non
reference vehicle C determines that the reliability is loW, it

as being high and a signal indicative of such is, transmitted to
the other non-reference vehicle C (S204).
If in step S218 the reliability is medium or loW, it is deter

mined Whether the inequality expression of Expression (1 1)

into account.

may request and obtain the observation data of the non
25

reference vehicle. B, perform interferometric positioning
regarding the relationship betWeen the non-reference vehicle

described in the ?rst example embodiment is satis?ed (S220)

B and the host vehicle, and determine Whether the calculated

using the phase integrated value CIJ’IhBC calculated according

double phase difference NjhBC of the integer bias matches the
difference betWeen NjhAB and NjhAC, just as in steps S212 and

to the observation data obtained in step S212 (i.e., by request
ing and obtaining the observation data of the non-reference
vehicle C When step S212 is not performed). In this case, the
observation data for the satellite for Which the radio signal
Was not observed With the reference vehicle A may be

214 in the second example embodiment. If it matches, the
30

re?ected in the phase integrated value CD17’BC. Also, Expres
sion (1 l) is calculated by selecting tWo satellites so any pair of
satellites, except for the satellite that Was identi?ed in step

be applied to a satellite system other than GPS, such as

another GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) such as
35

Galileo, for example.

40

While some embodiments of the invention have been illus
trated above, it is to be understood that the invention is not
limited to details of the illustrated embodiments, but may be
embodied With various changes, modi?cations or improve
ments, Which may occur to those skilled in the art, Without

S216, is selected. If the inequality expression in Expression
(1 l) is satis?ed, the reliability is regarded as being high so a
signal indicating such is transmitted to the other non-refer
ence vehicle C (S204).
If the determination in step S220 is No, it is determined that

the currently calculated integer bias is unreliable so the signal
indicating that the reliability is high is not transmitted from

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
The invention may be used in automotive manufacturing
and automotive parts manufacturing and the like.

the non-reference vehicle B to the non-reference vehicle C

(S222). That is, the integer solution of the integer bias is not
?xed. In this case, interim measures are taken such as con

tinuing to use the previously calculated integer bias.
According to the relative position detecting system 2 of this
example embodiment, if the reliability is unable to be con
?rmed by a ratio test, another ratio test is performed omitting
the satellite responsible for loWering the ratio R, so the reli
ability of the interferometric positioning can be improved.

45

an observation data obtaining unit that obtains observation
50

movable object;
55

possible Without departing from the scope of the invention.
For example, in the example embodiments, the real root of
the integer bias is obtained by an instantaneous positioning
method. HoWever, there are many methods for calculating the
also be used Which uses only the double phase difference of
the phase integral value and does not use the double phase
difference of the pseudo range.
Also, When the GPS receiver is a tWo frequency receiver
capable of receiving both L1 and L2 Waves (L2 being on a
frequency of 1227.6 MHZ) transmitted from a GPS satellite,

data by observing a satellite signal;
a communicating unit that communicates With the other

While the invention has been described With reference to

real root of the integer bias so a method other than that
described above may be used. For example, a method may

The invention claimed is:
1 . A relative position detecting apparatus Which is mounted
in one movable object and con?gured to detect the relative
position of the one movable object With respect to another

movable object, comprising:

example embodiments thereof, it is to be understood that the
invention is not limited to the example embodiments or con
structions. Various modi?cations and substitutions are also

reliability may be regarded as being high.
Also, in the example embodiments described above, the
invention is applied to GPS. However, the invention may also

a positioning calculating unit that performs a positioning
calculation using the observation data obtained by the
observation data obtaining unit, and observation data
received from the other movable object by the commu

nicating unit; and
a reliability determining unit that determines the reliability
of the results of the positioning calculation performed by
60

the positioning calculating unit,
Wherein, in a predetermined case in Which three or more

movable objects including the one movable object com

municate With each other, the relative position detecting
apparatus is con?gured to assign to one of the three or
65

more movable objects a status of being a reference mov
able object and the other tWo or more of the three or more

movable objects being non-reference movable objects
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one of Which is a ?rst non-reference movable object and

a positioning calculating means that performs a positioning

the other one or more of Which is a second non-reference

calculation using the observation data obtained by the
observation data obtaining unit, and observation data
received from the other movable object by the commu

movable object,
Wherein in the predetermined case, When the relative posi
tion detecting apparatus is mounted in the one movable
object having the status of being the reference movable
object, the communicating unit is con?gured to transmit
data that includes the observation data obtained by the
observation data obtaining unit to the other movable

nicating unit; and
a reliability determining unit that determines the reliability
of the results of the positioning calculation performed by

the positioning calculating unit,
Wherein, in a predetermined case in Which three or more

objects;

movable objects including the one movable object com

When the relative position detecting apparatus is mounted

municate With each other, the relative position detecting

in a movable object having the status of being the second

apparatus is con?gured to assign to one of the three or

non-reference movable object, the positioning calculat
ing unit is con?gured to calculate the relative position of

more movable objects a status of being a reference mov
able object and the other tWo or more of the three or more

the one movable object With respect to the reference

movable objects a status of being non-reference mov
able objects one of Which is a ?rst non-reference mov

movable object by performing interferometric position
ing that uses the obtained observation data and data that
includes observation data received from the reference
movable object, Wherein the communicating unit is con
?gured to transmit data that includes an integer bias

able object and the other one or more of Which is a
20

calculated in the interferometric positioning performed
by the positioning calculating unit of the second non
reference movable object to the ?rst non-reference mov

able objects; and
When the relative position detecting apparatus is mounted
in the one movable object having the status of being the
?rst non-reference movable object, the positioning cal
culating unit is con?gured to calculate the relative posi
tion of the one movable object With respect to the refer

25

objects;
When the relative position detecting apparatus is mounted
in a movable object having the status of being the second
30

ence movable object by performing interferometric
positioning using the obtained observation data and the

movable object by performing interferometric position
ing using the obtained observation data and the data that
35

con?gured to perform a ratio test on the interferometric

reliability of the interferometric positionings performed
40

received from different ones of the satellites, and if a
ratio value of the performed ratio test is equal to or less

45

than a predetermined value, the reliability determining
unit is con?gured to identify the satellite signal related to
the observation data responsible for loWering the ratio
value and to perform the ratio test again omitting the
identi?ed satellite signal,

metric positioning performed by the positioning calcu
lation unit, and the reliability determining unit is con
?gured to transmit the determined reliability to the
reference movable object and the second non-reference

Wherein if the ratio value obtained is equal to or less than

movable object.
2. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 1, Wherein the relative position detecting apparatus is
con?gured to assign the status of being the reference movable

includes observation data received from the reference

movable object, and the reliability determining unit is
positioning Which ratio test is based on pairs of signals

by each of the ?rst non-reference movable object and the
second non-reference movable object based on the
received data that includes the integer bias and the data
that includes an integer bias calculated in the interfero

non-reference movable object, the positioning calculat
ing unit is con?gured to calculate the relative position of
the one movable object With respect to the reference

data that includes observation data received from the

reference movable object; the communicating unit is
con?gured to receive data that includes the integer bias
from the second non-reference movable object; the reli
ability determining unit is con?gured to determine the

second non-reference movable object,
Wherein in the predetermined case, When the relative posi
tion detecting apparatus is mounted in the one movable
object having the status of being the reference movable
object, the communicating unit is con?gured to transmit
data that includes the observation data obtained by the
observation data obtaining unit to the other movable

the predetermined value When the ratio test is performed

again by the non-reference movable object that per
50

formed the ratio test again, the communication unit is
con?gured to transmit and receive observation data to

object to the one movable object based on communication

and from the other one or more non-reference movable

With the other movable objects.
3. The relative position detecting apparatus according to

ing the relationship With the other one or more non

objects, to perform interferometric positioning regard

claim 1, Wherein When the one movable object is one of the

non-reference movable objects, it is determined Whether the
one movable object is the ?rst non-reference movable object

55

i) based on a comparison of the results of interferometric

or the second non-reference movable object based on com
munication With the other one or more non-reference mov

able objects.
4. A relative position detecting apparatus Which is mounted

60

in one movable object and con?gured to detect the relative
position of the one movable object With respect to another

objects performed by the position calculating unit, or
ii) based on a comparison of the results of interferometric

an observation data obtaining unit that obtains observation
a communicating unit that communicates With the other

movable object;

positioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one
movable object and the reference movable object and the
results of the performed interferometric positioning
regarding the relationship betWeen the one movable
object and the other one or more non-reference movable

movable object, comprising:
data by observing a satellite signal;

reference movable objects, and the reliability determin
ing unit determines the reliability

65

positioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one
movable object and the reference movable object and the

results of the interferometric positioning performed by
the other one or more non-reference movable objects, or
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respect to the reference movable object by performing
interferometric positioning using the obtained observa

iii) based on reliability determination results received by
the communicating unit from the one of the other one or

more non-reference movable objects.

tion data and data that includes observation data
received from the reference movable object;

5. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 4, Wherein the relative position detecting apparatus is
con?gured to assign the status of being the reference movable

the communication unit of the second non-reference mov

able object is con?gured to transmit data that includes an

object to the one movable object based on communication

With the other movable objects.
6. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 4, Wherein it is determined, based on communication

integer bias calculated in the interferometric positioning

performed by the positioning calculating unit of the
second non-reference movable object to the ?rst non
10

With the other one or more non-reference movable objects,

Whether the results that are to be compared With the results of

interferometric positioning regarding the relationship

reference movable objects; and
the ?rst non-reference movable object is con?gured to
receive the data that includes the integer bias from the
second non-reference movable object, and to determine

betWeen the one movable object and the reference movable

object are the results of interferometric positioning regarding
the relationship betWeen the one movable object and the other

the reliability of the interferometric positionings per
formed by each of the ?rst non-reference movable object

one or more non-reference movable objects or the results of

and the second non-reference movable object based on
the received data that includes the integer bias and the
data that includes an integer bias calculated in the inter

interferometric positioning performed by the other one or
more non-reference movable objects.

7. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 4, Wherein the interferometric positioning regarding the

20

culation unit, Wherein the ?rst non-reference movable
object is con?gured to transmit the determined reliabil
ity to the reference movable object and the second non
reference movable object.

relationship betWeen the one movable object and the other
one or more non-reference movable objects uses observation

data of a satellite signal not used in the interferometric posi

tioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one movable
object and the reference movable object.
8. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 5, Wherein the interferometric positioning regarding the
relationship betWeen the one movable object and the other

ferometric positioning performed by the positioning cal

25

11. The relative position detecting system according to
claim 1 0, Wherein one of the movable objects is determined to
be the reference movable object and the other movable
objects are determined to be the non-reference movable
objects by the three or more movable objects that make up the

one or more non-reference movable objects uses observation 30

relative position detecting system communicating With each

data of a satellite signal not used in the interferometric posi

another.

tioning regarding the relationship between the one movable
object and the reference movable object.
9. The relative position detecting apparatus according to
claim 6, Wherein the interferometric positioning regarding the

claim 10, Wherein it is determined, for each of the non
reference movable objects, Whether the non-reference mov
able object is the ?rst non-reference movable object or the

12. The relative position detecting system according to
35

second non-reference movable object by the non-reference
movable objects communicating With each other.
13. The relative position detecting system according to

relationship betWeen the one movable object and the other
one or more non-reference movable objects uses observation

data of a satellite signal not used in the interferometric posi

tioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one movable
object and the reference movable object.

40

10. A relative position detecting system comprising:

second non-reference movable object by the non-reference
movable objects communicating With each other.
14. A relative position detecting system comprising:

three or more movable objects each of Which is provided
With observation data obtaining unit that obtains obser

vation data by observing a satellite signal, communicat
ing unit that communicates With the other movable
objects, and positioning calculating unit that performs a
positioning calculation using the observation data
obtained by the observation data obtaining unit and

claim 11, Wherein it is determined, for each of the non
reference movable objects, Whether the non-reference mov
able object is the ?rst non-reference movable object or the

45

three or more movable objects each of Which is provided
With observation data obtaining unit that obtains obser

Wherein, in a predetermined case in Which the three or

vation data by observing a satellite signal, communicat
ing unit that communicates With the other movable
objects, and positioning calculating unit that performs a
positioning calculation using the observation data
obtained by the observation data obtaining unit and

more movable objects communicate With each other,

observation data received from the other movable

one of the three or more movable objects is con?gured to
have a status of being a reference movable object and the

Wherein, in a predetermined case in Which the three or

observation data received from the other movable

objects by the communicating unit,

50

objects by the communicating unit,

other tWo or more of the three or more movable objects 55

more movable objects communicate With each other,

are con?gured to have a status of being non-reference
movable objects, Wherein one of Which has a status of a
?rst non-reference movable object and the other one or

one of the three or more movable objects is con?gured to
have a status of being a reference movable object and the
other tWo or more of the three or more movable objects

more of Which has a status of a second non-reference

movable object, Wherein:
the communication unit of the reference movable object is
con?gured to transmit data that includes the observation
data obtained by the observation data obtaining unit to
the other movable objects;
the positioning calculating unit of the non-reference mov
able objects are con?gured to calculate respective rela
tive positions of the non-reference movable objects With

60

are con?gured to have a status of being non-reference
movable objects, Wherein one of Which has a status of a
?rst non-reference movable object and the other one or
more of Which has a status of a second non-reference

movable object, Wherein:
65

the communication unit of the reference movable object is
con?gured to transmit data that includes the observation
data obtained by the observation data obtaining unit to
the other movable objects;
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movable object and the results of the interferometric

the positioning calculating unit of the non-reference mov
able objects are con?gured to calculate respective rela
tive positions of the non-reference movable objects With

positioning performed by the other one or more non
reference movable objects, or

iii) based on reliability determination results received by

respect to the reference movable object by performing
interferometric positioning using the obtained observa

the communicating unit from one of the other one or

more non-reference movable objects.

tion data and data that includes observation data
received from the reference movable object, Wherein
said one of the non-reference movable objects is further
con?gured to perform a ratio test on the interferometric
positioning, Which ratio test is based on pairs of signals
received from different ones of the satellites, and if the
ratio value of the performed ratio test is equal to or less
than a predetermined value, said one of the non-refer

claim 14, Wherein one of the movable objects is determined to
be the reference movable object and the other movable
objects are determined to be the non-reference movable
objects by the three or more movable objects that make up the

ence movable objects is further con?gured to identify
the satellite signal related to the observation data respon
sible for loWering the ratio value and to perform the ratio

claim 14, Wherein the non-reference movable objects com
municate With each other and each non-reference movable

15. The relative position detecting system according to

relative position detecting system communicating With each
another.

16. The relative position detecting system according to
object determines Whether to perform interferometric posi

test again omitting the identi?ed satellite signal,

tioning regarding the relationship With the other one or more

Wherein if the ratio value obtained is equal to or less than

non-reference movable objects or have one of the other one or

the predetermined value When the ratio test is performed

again by the non-reference movable object that per

20

formed the ratio test again, the communicating unit is
con?gured to transmit and receive observation data to

17. The relative position detecting system according to

25

i) based on a comparison of the results of interferometric

positioning regarding the relationship betWeen the one
movable object and the reference movable object and the
results of the interferometric positioning regarding the
relationship betWeen the one movable object and the
other one or more non-reference movable objects per

formed by the positioning calculating unit, or
ii) based on a comparison of the results of interferometric

positioning regarding the relationship With the reference

positioning.
claim 14, Wherein observation data of a satellite signal not

and from the other one or more non-reference movable

objects, and the reliability determining unit determines
the reliability

more non-reference movable objects perform interferometric

used in the interferometric positioning regarding the relation
ship With the reference movable object is used in the inter

ferometric positioning regarding the relationship With the
other one or more non-reference movable objects.

18. The relative position detecting system according to
claim 16, Wherein observation data of a satellite signal not
30

used in the interferometric positioning regarding the relation
ship With the reference movable object is used in the inter

ferometric positioning regarding the relationship With the
other one or more non-reference movable objects.
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